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Gifts for the Nutting Hall renovation and building endowment will “polish” our academic home and continue to foster an environment for success for future generations to shine.

Naming Opportunities for Nutting Hall

- **Named Atrium Lobby**
  $50K sponsorship/ $200K sustaining

- **Furnishings**
  $30K or in-kind

- **Fred Knight Classroom** (100)
  Contributions may be made in honor of Dr. Knight.
  $30K sponsorship/ $120K sustaining

- **GIS Laboratory and Computer cluster**
  GIS Classroom (254)
  $50K sponsorship/ $200K sustaining

- **Computer Cluster** (245-239)
  $50K sponsorship/ $200K sustaining

- **Seminar and Classrooms**
  - **Small Classrooms** (203, 255)
    $8K/$32K sustaining
  - **Large Classrooms** (102, 213, 218, 257)
    $12,500/$50K sustaining
  - **Large Seminar Room** (204)
    $18,750/$75K sustaining

- **Reading Rooms**
  - **Undergraduate Student Reading Room** (104)
    $8K sponsorship/$32K sustaining
  - **Graduate Student Reading Room** (106)
    $12,500 sponsorship/$50K sustaining

- **Sponsored and Endowed Laboratories**
  - **Tree Growth Chamber** (118)
    $40K/$160K sustaining
  - **Tree Ring Measurement** (126A)
    $30K/$120K sustaining
  - **Tree Physiology** (120)
    $30K/$120K sustaining
  - **Wildlife Labs** (114, 223)
    $30K/$120K sustaining

[forest.umaine.edu](http://forest.umaine.edu)